Autoverification from
Instrument Manager
Time and confidence to focus on
what matters most

Today’s lab faces greater demands than ever.
When you combine a shrinking pool of qualified
personnel with increasing workloads and
demands for decreased turnaround time, it’s
more important than ever that labs have the
right solutions to help them maximize expertise,
streamline operations, and put patient care first.

Why Autoveri fi c ati on ?

1

One solution supports all instrument
vendors and healthcare platforms, and
multiple disciplines

2

Autoverification of up to 99% of your
test results

3

Flexible rule and workflow creation to
support unique lab operational needs

Imagine adding an army of virtual lab techs
dedicated to alleviating manual review tasks.
With Instrument Manager™ Autoverification you
can. Autoverification delivers an endlessly flexible
rules-writing solution that helps you automate
the essential but tedious and time-consuming
work of validating every test result, freeing your
lab technologists to put their expertise to work by
focusing on true exceptions.

Your lab. Your rules
Lab workflows aren’t one-size-fits-all. Lab
operations – and the workflows that enable them
– are designed to meet the unique requirements
of the hospitals, medical professionals,
and technology ecosystem that they serve.
Autoverification from Instrument Manager is
designed by laboratory experts for lab experts.

“Instrument Manager Autoverification was a lifesaver for us.
We improved workflow efficiency with limited staffing, and
improved test turnaround times.”
- Lydia Archuleta

Clinical Lab Scientist & Middleware Project Manager, Valley Children’s Hospital
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Autoverification from Instrument
Manager delivers:
•

•

•

•

C o verage for your total l ab Encompass all of your
lab operations with a single solution. Instrument Manager
supports a completely open and expansive lab ecosystem,
able to integrate with virtually any instrument in your lab –
regardless of vendor or discipline. And, it works seamlessly
with any LIS, EMR or EHR solution.
Y o ur rules, y our way Quickly design and implement
customized rules to guide auto-verification of test results
across your lab. There’s no need to modify your workflows
or processes - Autoverification is flexible to adapt to your
protocols. And, your lab team can make the rule additions or
changes you need, when you need them.
F a s ter resul ts for the peopl e wh o n e e d t h e m
Anything that bottlenecks lab operations can affect care,
delaying results to practitioners and their patients. With
Autoverification from Instrument Manager, auto-verified
results seamlessly pass through to the hospital’s platform,
massively speeding delivery of verified results so the right
treatment can be applied sooner.
S ave time a nd m oney Budgets are tight. Time is
tighter. Your lab staff are overburdened, but still expected to
process more tests, faster, and often without additional help.
Autoverification from Instrument Manager eliminates manual
work – increasing lab capacity to take on more tests, or to
simply complete your existing workload more efficiently. By
enabling auto-verification of up to 99% of test results, it’s like
adding virtual staff without the cost.

Amplify your resources and streamline
your workflows with Instrument
Manager Autoverification today.
Contact Us

Key Bene fi t s

Flexible criteria and rule
creation to evaluate and
take action on every data
element in the system

Ability to create custom
patient, specimen, and
test-level data elements

Customizable results
review screens support
graphics, previous
results, filtering, and
color coding

Multi-channel event
notifications - including
workspace, email, text,
and lightpole - for results
requiring review

Test environment lets
you simulate instrument
and/or LIS data to verify
rules logic
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